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In 1948, Bedrosians® began providing tile and setting materials to contractors and builders in Central California. Today, 71 years later, we have over 40 branches located throughout Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Nevada, Georgia, North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Utah, and Washington with a national and international customer base.

Our growth has made Bedrosians® one of the largest independent porcelain tile and stone importers and distributors in the United States. However, our philosophy is the same today as it was in 1948 when our founder, Ed Bedrosian, opened the doors. We believe in and strive to provide the highest possible level of service, the best technical and design assistance available, excellent product quality, and competitive pricing.

The quantity, variance, and quality of our products allow us to meet the needs and performance requirements of any project worldwide, whether it be commercial, institutional, industrial, or residential in nature, in the United States or around the world. This strong buying power enables us to provide products falling well within a project’s budgetary constraints.

If you are located near one of our showrooms or service centers, we invite you to come in and explore our wide product selection. We are committed to buying and stocking the newest design trends in porcelain tile and stone products. Come meet with our trained customer service and showroom personnel, as well as our architectural representatives, who are ready to assist you with your next project.

Our Story

Our Clients

Our top priority is to make sure we fulfill our client’s top priorities and make a difference in their business. In delivering outstanding expertise and customer service, we bring value to our clients by developing a partnership where every decision is based on a deep knowledge of their needs. Bedrosians® Tile and Stone is dedicated to ensuring the satisfaction of our clients by not only meeting, but exceeding their expectations.

Bedrosians.com
Explore Our Showrooms

Come visit any of our 42 showrooms across the United States to explore our wide array of products. We have spent years curating a beautiful selection of life & stone that not only follow the trends, but set the trends.
Come Visit Our

New Locations

Expanding Our Reach


A New Experience

Our brand new cutting-edge showrooms, slab galleries, and pro areas are designed to spark inspiration.

San Diego, CA

New Locations

Come Visit Our


A New Experience

Our brand new cutting-edge showrooms, slab galleries, and pro areas are designed to spark inspiration.

Dallas (Coming Soon)
Showroom, Slabyard
1901 W. International Speedway Blvd. Daytona Beach, FL 32114

Daytona
Showroom, Slabyard
1987 Mount Zion Road
Morrow, GA 30260

Plano
Showroom
3804 Central Expressway
Plano, TX 75074

Reno
Showroom, Slabyard
6755 Longley Lakes & Innovation Dr
Reno, NV 89511

Morrow
Showroom, Slabyard
1987 Mount Zion Road
Morrow, GA 30260

San Diego
Showroom, Slabyard
900 N. Central Expressway
Plano, TX 75074

Orlando (Coming Soon)
Showroom, Slabyard
2140 John Young Parkway
Orlando, FL 32835

Spokane
Showroom, Slabyard
7525 Mirame Road
San Diego, CA 92121

bedrosians.com
To make your tile buying experience easier, you can now place your tile orders online and even pay invoices at any time with an e-check.

New
Online Invoice Payment System

Enjoy More from Bedrosians®
Connect Your Bedrosians® Business Account to Your Online Account

Set-Up is Easy. All You Need to Do is:

1. Sign up for an online account.
2. Connect your online account to your existing Bedrosians® Business Account.

Get Started by Signing up On
www.Bedrosians.com/Account/Register

Track Your Orders –
Keep tabs on your open orders and what you’ve bought in the past.

Easy Order Pick Up –
Orders will be ready at Will-Call at your local branch.

Invoice Payment –
Pay invoices quickly and easily, day or night with an e-check.
View Our Current

**Slab Inventory**

Search our live inventory of slabs online
www.bedrosians.com/slabs-in-stock

**Slabs in Stock**
We bring the slab yard to you. Explore each location’s inventory and availability without leaving home.

**Large Slab Variety**
Visit one of our 30 slab yards to experience our varieties of Sequel Quartz®, quartzite, marble, granite, travertine, limestone, soapstone, Magnifica® Porcelain, and more.
Meet Your Match

Sample Program

We want you to find the perfect match. Try before you buy with full size and peg card samples to be sure you are selecting the best fit for your project. Available in-store and online.
Introducing

Bedrosians PRO

From shower walls to living room floors, our wide selection of high-quality trowels, grouts, and levelers guarantee the perfect finish for any project, every time.

Installation Tools
Tackle any project big or small. Get superior results in a fraction of the time with our selection of premier tile, demolition, and power tools.

Tile Setting Materials
From shower walls to living room floors, our wide selection of high-quality trowels, grouts, and levelers guarantee the perfect finish for any project, every time.

One Stop Shop
Everything a Pro Needs
From start to finish, we know what a pro needs to get the job done. In addition to the trusted brands you know and love, we also carry a wide range of demolition, installation, setting, clean-up, and surface maintenance materials.

San Diego, CA
bedrosians.com
Types Of Cuts
How the stone block is cut can dramatically alter how the resulting stone looks. Stone is formed over thousands of years as layers of sediment gather and solidify. Cutting across or along these layers will result in very different patterns.

Cross-Cut
Cross-cut slices across the layers, exposing large swatches of colorful variation.

Vein-Cut
Vein-cut is sliced along the layers, exposing the long veins of color.

Bookmatching
When the stones are cut into slices, the order is carefully preserved. This allows customers to buy sequential cuts from one block of stone. These cuts can be arranged side by side, creating a mirrored look with a seamless transition, a practice known as bookmatching. Not all natural stone providers offer bookmatched slabs. Bedrosians is proud to offer a large range of bookmatched slabs.

Nature's Art
Natural stone isn’t made by man, it's formed over time by water, minerals, and lava. Some stones like travertine are created by the slow accumulation of layers of sediment. Other stones, like marble, are formed when rock is subjected to extreme pressure and temperature. Finally, stones like granite are created when rock is melted by magma and reformed into stone when cooled.

The beauty of natural stone comes from the unique variations in color and veining.
Varieties of Stones

Limestone
Limestone has been quarried for centuries and is popular in architecture and many landmarks around the world. Limestone has been commonly used on a floor, backsplash, bathroom, or fireplace.

Travertine
Travertine’s comfortable and neutral color tones along with its various textures complement any space. Travertine is a softer stone that is suitable for a floor, backsplash, bathroom, or fireplace. The more textured travertines are also appropriate for outdoor use.

Onyx
Onyx has a naturally beautiful translucence that is truly unique. Due to this characteristic, it is commonly installed with a light behind it to show off the beautiful colors and patterns. Because it is easily scratched, onyx is most suitable for wall applications like a backsplash, fireplace, or wainscot.

Soapstone
A talc-rich stone with a “soapy” feel, used for hearths, tabletops, chemical-resistant laboratory tops, stove facings, and cladding. Known for its heat, chemical, and stain resistant properties.

Schist
Schist tends to have a unique sparkle due to the minerals found in it. Schist is hard but fragile, so installation may be tricky. However, the final results are beautiful. It is most commonly cut to slab size making it most suitable for countertops.

Dolomite
Dolomite is great for a lighter grey or white look. It’s a stone that is harder than marble, but not as durable as granite. Dolomite makes a great substitute for marble as a kitchen countertop.

Marble
Marble is among the most elegant and luxurious of stones. Marble is a softer stone and can be scratched or damaged by acids used in cooking. Consider using this stone for a floor, backsplash, bathroom, or fireplace, but use with care in areas like kitchen countertops.

Calcareous Stones
Composed mainly of calcium carbonate, a calcareous stone is very sensitive to cleaning solutions that contain acids or alkaline value.
Basalt
A dark colored, igneous rock commercially known as granite when fabricated as dimension stone. The fine-grained and extrusive equivalent of gabbro.

Quartzite
Quartzite can be a great alternative to marble, providing a similar look with more durability. Because of this characteristic, it is often used for kitchen countertops, whereas marble is desired. This hard and durable stone can also be used indoors and outdoors on a floor, backsplash, bathroom, or fireplace.

Granite
Granite comes in many colors and patterns. It is popular for countertops because it is a very hard material that is scratch and heat resistant.

Slate
Slate is a very durable stone, with beautiful color variation. It can be used indoors and outdoors on a floor, backsplash, bathroom, or fireplace.

Siliceous Stones
Composed mainly of silica or quartz-like particles, siliceous stone is considered very durable and relatively easy to clean. It is safe to use “mild” acidic cleaning solutions occasionally.
**Granite Natural Stone**

**Absolute Black**

- **GRNABSBLK1212H** - 12"x12" Honed
- **GRNABSBLK1212P** - 12"x12" Polished
- **GRNABSBLK1224F** - 12"x24" Flamed
- **GRNABSBLK1224P** - 12"x24" Polished
- **GRNABSBLK1818F** - 18"x18" Flamed
- **GRNABSBLK1818H** - 18"x18" Honed
- **GRNABSBLK1818P** - 18"x18" Polished
- **GRNABSBLK2424P** - 24"x24" Polished
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB2F** - 2 cm Slab - Flamed
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB2H** - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB2L** - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB2P** - 2 cm Slab - Polished
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB2PH** - 2 cm Slab - Polished & Honed
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB3L** - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB3P** - 3 cm Slab - Polished
- **GRNABSBLKSLAB3PH** - 3 cm Slab - Polished & Honed

- **GRNABSBLK0306H** - 3"x6" Honed
- **GRNABSBLK0306P** - 3"x6" Polished
- **GRNABSBLK0312H** - 3"x12" Honed
- **GRNABSBLK0404T** - 4"x4" Tumbled
- **GRNABSBLK0101P** - 1"x1" Mosaic - Polished (12"x12" Sheet)
- **GRNABSBLKHEX** - Hexagon Mosaic - Polished (12"x12" Sheet)
- **GRNABSBLKARB-P** - Arabesque Mosaic - Polished (12 1/4"x13 1/4" Sheet)
- **GRNABSBLKCHE** - Chevron Mosaic - Polished (12"x12" Sheet)
- **GRNABSBLKLNR** - Random Linear Mosaic - Polished (13"x16" Sheet)
- **GRNABSBLKCHANDRA-P** - 3"x12" Chandra Crown Molding - Polished
- **GRNABSBLKCA** - 9/16"x3/4"x12" Cane - Polished
- **GRNABSBLKCHAIR** - 2"x12" Chair Rail - Polished
- **GRNABSBLKLED** - 6"x24" Ledger - Flamed
- **GRNABSBLKLEDCNR** - 6"x24" Ledger Corner - Flamed

Photo features Granite Hexagon Mosaic - Polished in Absolute Black.
Photo Features Limestone 18”x18” Field Tile - Honed on Floor in Alcantara.
Limestone Natural Stone

Gianna Beige

Jura Grey

Jura Beige

Lagos Azul

bedrosians.com

Lagos Azul continues on next page.
**Limestone** Natural Stone

### Lagos Azul

- **LMAZ0306H** - 3"x6" Honed
- **LMAZ0606H** - 6"x6" Honed
- **LMAZ0101H** - 1"x1" Mosaic - Honed

### Nova Grey

- **LMNG0306H** - 3"x6" Honed
- **LMNG0606H** - 6"x6" Honed
- **LMNG0101H** - 1"x1" Mosaic - Honed

### Seagrass

- **LMNGR0306H** - 3"x6" Honed
- **LMNGR0606H** - 6"x6" Honed
- **LMNGR0101H** - 1"x1" Mosaic - Honed

Note: (12"x12" Sheet)
Photo Features Marble 6”x12” Field Tile - Honed on Wall and Slab on Counter in Calacatta Oro.
Ashen Grey

Coordinating Products for Ashen Grey

Costa Allegra
- White Sand - WHS
- 4 1/2" x 8" Rhombus Field Tile - Matte

Costa Allegra
- White Sand - WHS
- 3 1/4" x 3 1/4" Rhombus Mosaic - Matte

Marble Basket Weave
- Ashen Grey Basket Weave Mosaic - AG
- Ashen Grey w/ Lennox Grey Dot - Honed

Provincetown
- Dolphin Grey - DOG
- 2 1/2" x 9" Field Tile - Gloss

Chateau
- Canvas - CAN
- 12" x 24" Field Tile - Honed

Palazzo
- Vintage Grey - VGS
- 3/4" Penny Rounds Mosaic - Gloss

360
- Dove Grey - DOG
- 3/4" Penny Rounds Mosaic - Gloss

Palazzo
- Dove Grey - DOG
- 3/4" Penny Rounds Mosaic - Gloss

Photo Features Marble Arabesque Mosaic - Honed in Ashen Grey.

Bedrosians.com
Photo/PhotoRodeo/Den/Tile/Tile: Honed Crema Cappuccino.
Marble Natural Stone

Cappuccino

- MRBCAPCNO1212P - 12"x12" Polished
- MRBCAPCNO1224P - 12"x24" Polished
- MRBCAPCNO1818P - 18"x18" Polished
- MRBCAPCNO2424P - 24"x24" Polished

- MRBCAPCNOSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCAPCNOSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

- MRBCAPCNO0312H - 3"x12" Honed
- MRBCAPCNO0306H - 3"x6" Honed
- MRBCAPCNO0306P - 3"x6" Polished
- MRBCAPCNO0404T - 4"x4" Tumbled

- MRBCAPCNO0101P - 1"x1" Mosaic - Polished
  (12"x12" Sheet)
- MRBCAPCNOHEX - 2" Hexagon Mosaic - Polished
  (12"x12" Sheet)
- MRBCAPCNOARB-P - Arabesque Mosaic - Polished
  (12 1/4"x13 1/4" Sheet)
- MRBCAPCNOCHE - Chevron Mosaic - Polished
  (12"x12" Sheet)
- MRBCAPCNOCANE - 9/16"x3/4"x12" Cane - Polished

Coordinating Products for Cappuccino

- Manhattan Glass
  GLSMANMORBPSGMCB - Morningside - MOR
  Brick Pattern Stone/Glass Blend - Gloss/Matte
  (12"x12 1/2" Sheet)
- Manhattan Glass
  GLSMANMORRISGMCB - Morningside - MOR
  Ran. Interlock. Stone/Glass Blend - Gloss/Matte
  (12"x13" Sheet)
- Verve
  GLSVERDASPTHEXSGB - Dash - DAS
  Palisade Tall Hex. Blend Mosaic - Gloss/Matte
  (12"x13" Sheet)
- Verve
  GLSVERCLNZIGZAGTG - Cloud Nine - CLN
  Zig Zag Mosaic - Textured Gloss
  (11 1/2"x12 1/2" Sheet)
- Palazzo
  STPPALVG1212FLDECO - Vintage Grey - VG
  12"x12" Florentina Deco - Honed
- Luxembourg
  GLSLUXDMORRPSG - Luxembourg - MOR
  Brick Pattern Stone/Glass Blend - Gloss/Matte
  (12"x12" Sheet)
- Milano
  GLSIMILAMORRPSG - Milano - MOR
  Ran. Interlock. Stone/Glass Blend - Gloss/Matte
  (12"x12" Sheet)

Caspian Bisque

- MRBCASBIS1212H - 12"x12" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1212P - 12"x12" Polished
- MRBCASBIS1224H - 12"x24" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1224P - 12"x24" Polished
- MRBCASBIS1818H - 18"x18" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1818P - 18"x18" Polished
- MRBCASBIS2424H - 24"x24" Honed
- MRBCASBIS2424P - 24"x24" Polished

- MRBCASBISSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCASBISSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

- MRBCASBISSIMUL - Versailles Pattern
  Bundle 1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed
  (8 sq ft per bundle)
- MRBCASBSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCASBSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

- MRBCASBISSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCASBISSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Caspian Bisque

- MRBCASBIS1212H - 12"x12" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1212P - 12"x12" Polished
- MRBCASBIS1224H - 12"x24" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1224P - 12"x24" Polished
- MRBCASBIS1818H - 18"x18" Honed
- MRBCASBIS1818P - 18"x18" Polished
- MRBCASBIS2424H - 24"x24" Honed
- MRBCASBIS2424P - 24"x24" Polished

- MRBCASBISSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCASBISSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

- MRBCASBISSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
- MRBCASBISSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

bedrosians.com
Marble
Natural Stone

Crema Marfil Select

Crema Marfil Classic

Daino Reale

bedrosians.com
Photo Features Marble 3 cm Slab - Polished in Glorious White.
Marble Natural Stone

Lennox Grey

Luxembourg

Palazzo

Provincetown

Hamptons Glass

Coordinating Products for Lennox Grey

Sebastian Grey

Luxembourg

Palazzo

Provincetown

Hamptons Glass

Sebastian Grey continues on next page.
Marble Natural Stone

Sebastian Grey

Soho White

St. Laurent

Statuario

Photo Features Marble 12” x 12” Field Tile - Polished in St. Laurent.

bedrosians.com
**Marble Natural Stone**

**Basket Weave Mosaics**

- **MRBBASWEA-AQ**
  Ashen Grey Basket Weave Mosaic - AQ
  Ashen Grey w/ Lennox Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-AU**
  Aurora Basket Weave Mosaic - AU
  White Carrara w/ Black Marble Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-BE**
  Belmond Basket Weave Mosaic - BE
  Crema Marfil w/ Emperador Dark Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-ES**
  Essex Basket Weave Mosaic - ES
  White Carrara w/ Grey Marble Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-HI**
  Hillcrest Basket Weave Mosaic - HI
  Calacatta Oro w/ Seagrass Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-AG**
  Ashen Grey Basket Weave Mosaic - AG
  Ashen Grey w/ Lennox Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-PA**
  Pasha Basket Weave Mosaic - PA
  Cappuccino w/ Corinthian White Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-FE**
  Felix Basket Weave Mosaic - FE
  Silica Brown w/ Sebastian Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-MR**
  Mrs. Basket Weave Mosaic - MR
  Silk w/ Verona Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-ZZ**
  Zanzibar Basket Weave Mosaic - ZZ
  Calacatta Oro w/ Tuscany Black Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-PM**
  Piazza Basket Weave Mosaic - PM
  Calacatta Oro w/ Zanzibar Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-BU**
  Buena Basket Weave Mosaic - BU
  Capri w/ Tuscany Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-AQ**
  Ashen Grey Basket Weave Mosaic - AQ
  Ashen Grey w/ Lennox Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-CA**
  Calacatta Oro Basket Weave Mosaic - CA
  Calacatta Oro w/ Tuscany Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-CE**
  Crema Basket Weave Mosaic - CE
  Crema Marfil w/ Emperador Dark Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-CM**
  Carmine Basket Weave Mosaic - CM
  Calacatta Oro w/ Seagrass Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-DS**
  Diamond Basket Weave Mosaic - DS
  Calacatta Oro w/ Tuscany Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-EB**
  Earl Basket Weave Mosaic - EB
  Calacatta Oro w/ Seagrass Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-ES**
  Essex Basket Weave Mosaic - ES
  White Carrara w/ Grey Marble Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-HI**
  Hillcrest Basket Weave Mosaic - HI
  Calacatta Oro w/ Seagrass Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-MR**
  Mrs. Basket Weave Mosaic - MR
  Silk w/ Verona Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-ZZ**
  Zanzibar Basket Weave Mosaic - ZZ
  Calacatta Oro w/ Tuscany Black Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-BU**
  Buena Basket Weave Mosaic - BU
  Capri w/ Tuscany Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)

- **MRBBASWEA-AQ**
  Ashen Grey Basket Weave Mosaic - AQ
  Ashen Grey w/ Lennox Grey Dot - Honed
  (12”x12” Sheet)
Marble
Natural Stone

Bianca Nariño

Cappuccino

Chania da Rocha

Lydia White

Versailles Patterns

MRBCHAROCBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

MRBLYDWHTBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

MRBCAPCNOBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

MRBBIANAROBBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

MRBBIANARBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
1/2" Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

Photo Features Marble Versailles Pattern Bundle - Brushed on Floor in Lydia White with Hampton’s Glass 3” x 6” Field Tile - Glass on Wall in White Linen.
Slabs

Resource

Versailles Patterns

Travertine

Slate

Limestone

Marble

Granite

Outdoor Living

Sequel Quartz®

Photo Features Slate 16”x16” Gauged in Amber Gold.
**Slate Natural Stone**

### Amber Gold

- **SLTAMBGLD1212G** - 12"x12" Gauged
- **SLTAMBGLD1616G** - 16"x16" Gauged
- **SLTAMBGLDLED** - 6"x24" Ledger - Natural Cleft
- **SLTAMBGLDCNR** - 6"x24" Corner - Natural Cleft

### Andhra Black

- **SLTANDBLK1212G** - 12"x12" Gauged
- **SLTANDBLK1224G** - 12"x24" Gauged
- **SLTANDBLK1616G** - 16"x16" Gauged
- **SLTANDBLK2424G** - 24"x24" Gauged
- **SLTANDBLKLDCNR** - 6"x24" Ledger Corner - Natural Cleft

**Resources**

- **Sequel Quartz®**

**Outdoor Living**


**Slate Natural Stone**

**Autumn Gold**

- 12" x 12" Gauged
- 16" x 16" Gauged
- 24" x 24" Gauged
- Versailles Pattern Bundle
- Straight Edge - Gauged (10.125 sq ft per bundle)
- 3" x 6" Tumbled

**Autumn Mist**

- 12" x 12" Gauged
- 16" x 16" Gauged
- 24" x 24" Gauged
- 3" x 6" Tumbled

**Black Pearl**

- 12" x 12" Gauged
- 12" x 24" Gauged
- 16" x 16" Gauged
- 24" x 24" Gauged

**Brazilian Multicolor**

- 12" x 12" Gauged
- 16" x 16" Gauged
- 16" x 24" Gauged
- 24" x 24" Gauged

**Photo**: Tumbled Slate 16" x 16" Field Tile - Versailles Autumn Gold.
**Slate** Natural Stone

**Butterscotch**

- SLTBUTSCOMIXCNR - 6"x24" Corner - Mixed Split/Cleft Face
- SLTBUTSCOMIX - 6"x24" Ledger - Mixed Split/Cleft Face
- SLTBUTSCO0404T - 4"x4" Tumbled
- SLTBUTSCO0202MT - 2"x2" Mosaic - Tumbled (12"x12" Sheet)
- SLTBUTSCOHALFRD - 3/4"x12" Half Round Molding - Honed
- SLTBUTSCOCHAIR - 2"x12" Chair Rail - Honed
- SLTBUTSCO1212G - 12"x12" Gauged
- SLTBUTSCO1616G - 16"x16" Gauged
- SLTBUTSCO2424G - 24"x24" Gauged
- SLTBUTSCO0306T - 3"x6" Tumbled
- SLTBUTSCO0606T - 6"x6" Tumbled

**Copper**

- SLTCOPPER1212G - 12"x12" Gauged
- SLTCOPPER1212GP - 12"x12" Gauged & Polished
- SLTCOPPER1616G - 16"x16" Gauged
- SLTCOPPER1616GP - 16"x16" Gauged & Polished

**Country Grey**

- SLTCOUGRY0808B - 8"x8" Brushed
- SLTCOUGRY0816B - 8"x16" Brushed
- SLTCOUGRY1616B - 16"x16" Brushed
- SLTCOUGRY1624B - 16"x24" Brushed

**Granite**

**Marble**

**Limestone**

**Outdoor Living**

**Sequel Quartz®**

**Versailles Patterns**

bedrosians.com
Travertine

Photo Features Travertine 18”x18” Filled Field Tile - Honed in Mocha Jura Beige.
**Travertine**

**Natural Stone**

**Aymaran Cream**

- Photo Features Travertine 18”x18” Filled Field Tile - Honed in Crema Viejo.

**Crema Viejo**

- Mini Versailles Pattern - Honed (12”x12” Sheet)

---

**Resources**

- Slate
- Travertine
- Versailles Patterns
- Travertine Patterns
- Granite
- Outdoor Living
- Sequel Quartz®
Travertine Natural Stone

Mediterranean Beige

T travertine
Versailles Patterns
T travertine
Slate
T travertine
Limestone
T travertine
Marble
T travertine
Granite
T travertine
Outdoor Living
T travertine
Sequel Quartz®

Mocha Jura Beige

Noce

TRVMDBGBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
Filled & Honed (8 sq ft per bundle)
TRVMDBGCONCNR
7”x21” Contemporary Corner - Honed
TRVMDBGSFCNR
7”x21” Corner - Split Face
Photo Features Travertine 7”x21” Panel - Split Face on Wall in Mediterranean Beige.
TRVMOCJUR1818FH - 18”x18” Filled - Honed
TRVNOCE1212FH - 12”x12” Filled - Honed
TRVNOCE1212P - 12”x12” Polished
TRVNOCE1212T - 12”x12” Tumbled
TRVNOCE1818AN - 18”x18” Chiseled - Brushed
TRVNOCE1818FH - 18”x18” Filled - Honed
TRVNOCE1818P - 18”x18” Polished
TRVNOCE2424FH - 24”x24” Filled - Honed
TRVMDBGBUNDLE - Versailles Pattern Bundle
Chiseled - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)
TRVNOCEBUNDLE
TRVNOCE5858T
5/8”x5/8” Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCE44T
4”x4” Tumbled
TRVNOCE66T
6”x6” Tumbled
TRVNOCE36T
3”x6” Tumbled
TRVNOCESF
Eclipse Split Face Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCEDIA
Artisan Diamond Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCE24B
2”x4” Mosaic Beveled - Honed
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCE22T
2”x2” Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCEVP
Mini Versailles Pattern Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCELNR
Random Linear Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCEINTER
Urban Interlock Mosaic - Tumbled
(TR12” Sheet)
TRVNOCEROPE
1”x12” Rope Liner - Honed
TRVNOCECANE
9/16”x3/4”x12” Cane - Honed
TRVNOCEVCAP
2”x12” V-Cap - Honed
Noce continues on next page.

bedrosians.com
Photo Features Travertine 7"x21" Panel - Split Face in Noce.
**Travertine** Natural Stone

### Noce

- TRVNSC66TP: 6"x6" Tumbled
- TRVNSC44T: 4"x4" Tumbled
- TRVNSC22T: 2"x2" Mosaic - Tumbled
- TRVNSC24T: 2"x4" Mosaic - Tumbled
- TRVNSC36T: 3"x6" Tumbled

### Scabos

- TRVSABOSVPC: Versailles Pattern Bundle - Chiseled - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)
- TRVSABOSSFCN: 6"x24" Corner - Split Face
- TRVSABOSCONCNR: 6"x24" Contemporary Corner - Honed
- TRVSABOSSFP: 6"x24" Panel - Split Face
- TRVSABOSCONP: 6"x24" Contemporary Panel - Honed

### Sedona Bronze

- TRVSDBNOSFCN: 7"x21" Corner - Split Face
- TRVSDBNOSCONCNR: 7"x21" Contemporary Corner - Honed

### Siena

- TRVSNOCESFCN: 7"x21" Corner - Split Face
- TRVSNOCESCONCNR: 7"x21" Contemporary Corner - Honed

---

**Resources**

**granite**

**marble**

**limestone**

**marble**

**granite**

**outdoor living**

*Sequel Quartz® continues on next page.*

**bedrosians.com**
Travertine Natural Stone

**Storm**
- TRVSTORM0101M: 1”x1” Mosaic Combo - Brushed/Polished (12”x12” Sheet)
- TRVSTORM0606B: 6”x6” Brushed
- TRVSTORM1212B: 12”x12” Brushed
- TRVSTORM1818B: 18”x18” Brushed
- TRVSTORM2424B: 24”x24” Brushed
- TRVSTORM36FH: 3”x6” Filled - Honed
- TRVSTORM44FH: 4”x4” Filled - Honed
- TRVSTORM66FH: 6”x6” Filled - Honed
- TRVSTORM72FH: 7”x12” Filled - Honed
- TRVSTORM90FH: 9”x12” Filled - Honed
- TRVSTORMVCAP: 2”x12” V-Cap - Honed
- TRVSTORMLNR: Random Linear Mosaic - Brushed (12”x12” Sheet)
- TRVSTORMCANE: 9/16”x3/4”x12” Cane - Honed

**Torreon**
- TRVTORREON1212FH: 12”x12” Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREON1212T: 12”x12” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON1616FH: 16”x16” Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREON1616T: 16”x16” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON1818FH: 18”x18” Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREON1818T: 18”x18” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON2424FH: 24”x24” Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREONSLAB2FH: 2 cm Slab Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREONSLAB3FH: 3 cm Slab Filled - Honed
- TRVTORREONVCAP: 2”x12” V-Cap - Honed
- TRVTORREONCANE: 9/16”x3/4”x12” Cane - Honed
- TRVTORREON66T: 6”x6” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON36T: 3”x6” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON44T: 4”x4” Brushed - Tumbled
- TRVTORREON22FH: 2”x2” Mosaic Filled & Straight Edge - Honed (12”x12” Sheet)

**Valencia**
- TRVVALNCA1212FH: 12”x12” Filled - Honed
- TRVVALNCA1224FH: 12”x24” Filled - Honed
- TRVVALNCA1818FH: 18”x18” Filled - Honed
- TRVVALNCABUNDLE: Versailles Pattern Bundle Chiseled - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)
- TRVVALNCA36FH: 3”x6” Filled - Honed
- TRVVALNCA66FH: 6”x6” Filled - Honed
- TRVVALNCA22FH: 2”x2” Mosaic Filled & Straight Edge - Honed (12”x12” Sheet)
- TRVVALNCAVCAP: 2”x12” V-Cap - Honed
- TRVVALNCACANE: 9/16”x3/4”x12” Cane - Honed
**Travertine**

**Venato**

**Veracruz Sand**

**Travertine Blended Mosaics**

*Special Order*
**Versailles Patterns**

**Travertine**

- **Warm Walnut Jumbo**
- **Warm Walnut Piccoli**

- **TRVWARMWAL1212JUM** - 12” x 12” Jumbo Filled Chiseled - Brushed
- **TRVWARMWAL1224JUM** - 12” x 24” Jumbo Filled Chiseled - Brushed
- **TRVWARMWAL2424JUM** - 24” x 24” Jumbo Filled Chiseled - Brushed
- **TRVWARMWAL2436JUM** - 24” x 36” Jumbo Filled Chiseled - Brushed
- **TRVWARMWALPIC** - Versailles Pattern Bundle Unfilled Chiseled - Brushed (9 sq ft per bundle)

**Marble**

- **Bianca Nariño**
- **Cappuccino**

- **MRBBIANARBUNDLE** - Versailles Pattern Bundle 1/2” Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)
- **MRBCAPCNOBUNDLE** - Versailles Pattern Bundle 1/2” Straight Edge - Brushed (8 sq ft per bundle)

**Slate**

**Limestone**

**Granite**

**Outdoor Living**

- **Sequel Quartz®**

- **Photo Features Travertine Jumbo Versailles Pattern Unfilled Chiseled - Brushed in Warm Walnut.**

Visit [bedrosians.com](http://bedrosians.com) to view the full collection.
Versailles Patterns Natural Stone

**Slate**

Amber Gold

Autumn Gold

Rajah Multicolor

---

Photo features Slate Versailles Pattern on floor in Rajah Multicolor.

bedrosians.com
Outdoor Living

Photo Features: Outdoor Living Area with Travertine subway tiles and a waterfall feature.
Stone Pavers

Slate
Limestone
Marble
Granite
Tumbled
Bullnosed
Pool Coping
Sequel Quartz®
Versailles Patterns
Online Living

**Amber Gold**
- [SLTAMBGLD0808T](#) - 8" x 8" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD0816T](#) - 8" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD1224PC5](#) - 12" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [SLTAMBGLD1624PC5](#) - 16" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Caspian Bisque**
- [MRBCASBISPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [MRBCASBIS0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [MRBCASBIS1224PC5](#) - 12" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [MRBCASBIS1624PC5](#) - 16" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Kale Blend**
- [TRVKALBNDPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [TRVKALBND1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND1224PC3](#) - 12" x 24" 3 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND1224PC5](#) - 12" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [TRVKALBND1624PC5](#) - 16" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Marigold**
- [LMNMARGLDPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [LMNMARGLD1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [LMNMARGLD1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [LMNMARGLD2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [LMNMARGLD0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [LMNMARGLD1224PC5](#) - 12" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [LMNMARGLD1624PC5](#) - 16" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Cobblestone Brown**
- [TRVCOBBRNPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [TRVCOBBRN1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVCOBBRN1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVCOBBRN2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVCOBBRN0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Golden Sunset**
- [TRVGLDSUNPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [TRVGLDSUN1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVGLDSUN1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVGLDSUN2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVGLDSUN0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled
- [TRVGLDSUN1224PC5](#) - 12" x 24" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Mirage Tan**
- [TRVMIRTANPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [TRVMIRTAN1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMIRTAN1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMIRTAN2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMIRTAN0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

**Mocha Jura**
- [TRVMOCJURPAVSET](#) - 3 cm Paver Set - Tumbled (16 sq ft set)
- [TRVMOCJUR1616T](#) - 16" x 16" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMOCJUR1624T](#) - 16" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMOCJUR2424T](#) - 24" x 24" 3 cm Paver - Tumbled
- [TRVMOCJUR0412PC5](#) - 4" x 12" 5 cm Bullnosed Pool Coping - Tumbled

bedrosians.com
Stone Ledgers  Natural Stone

Alpine Grey (Slate)

Absolute Black (Granite)

Amber Gold (Slate)

Andhra Black (Slate)

Ashen Grey (Marble)

Butterscotch (Slate)

bedrosians.com
Photo Features Slate 6"x24" Ledgers - Split Face on Fireplace in Butterscotch.
Photo Features Marble 6"x24" Ledger - Split Face in Silver Sheen.
**Stone Ledgers**  
Natural Stone

**Noce (Travertine)**

**Scabos (Travertine)**

**Sierra Grey (Slate)**

**Silver Sheen (Marble)**

**Sage Green (Slate)**

**Stone Ledgers**

**Resources**

**Versailles Patterns**

**Limestone**

**Marble**

**Granite**

**Outdoor Living**

**Sequel Quartz®**

bedrosians.com
Define Your Edge

There is a wide selection of edge treatments you can choose from to customize your slab.

- Full Bullnose
- Half Bullnose
- Demi Bullnose
- Straight with Chamfer Eased
- Square Eased
- Straight with Radius Eased
- Full Bullnose
- Demi Bullnose
- Star Tread
- Planter
- Pencil
- Double Pencil
- Ogee Roundover
- Ogee
- Double Cove
- Normandy
- Dupont
- Waterfall
- Cove Ogee
- Cove Dupont
- Beveled
- Double Chamfer
- Bevel Top & Bottom
- Dewl Edge
- Demi Bullnose
- Double Full Bullnose
- Offset Bullnose
- Offset Dupont
- Offset Dupont Demi
- Offset Ogee Demi
- Chiseled Edge
- Miter Edge
- Quintmitre with Apron
- Crescent Pencil
- Double Square Edge
- Laminated Edge
- Undercut
- Ogee Edge
- Dupont Edge
- Offset Dupont
- Offset Dupont Demi
- Offset Ogee Demi
- Double Bead
- Dupont Bullnose
- Offset Bullnose

Visit bedrosian.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Granite

White Dallas
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Azul Aran
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Blue Nile
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Golden Crystal
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Colonial White
GRNCWHTSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Bianco Montana
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Delicatus Light
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Crema Bordeaux
GRNWHTDSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTDSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Granite

Solaris
GRN1L743SLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRN1L743SLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Alpinus
GRMAL010SLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Alaska White
GRNALAWHTSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNALAWHTSLAB3P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

White Spring
GRNWHTSPRSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNWHTSPRSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNWHTSPRSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNWHTSPRSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Ice White
GRN1IWHITSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Colonial Cream
GRN1COLCRMSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRN1COLCRMSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Ice Blue
GRN1ICBLUESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Ice Blue
GRN1ICBLUESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Yellow River
GRNYELRIVSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Granite

- Baltic Brown
  - GRNBALBRNSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBALBRNSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Desert Brown
  - GRNDESBRNSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNDESBRNSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Tropic Brown
  - GRNTROBRNSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNTROBRNSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Betularie
  - GRNBETULASLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBETULASLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Bainbrook Brown
  - GRNBAIBRNSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBAIBRNSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Venetian Gold Classic
  - GRNVEGCOSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNVEGCOSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Tuscany
  - GRNTUSCLASLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNTUSCLASLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- Giallo Fiorito
  - GRNGIAFIOSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNGIAFIOSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Granite

Brown Antique
GRNBROWNANTSLAB - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNBROWNANTSLABP - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNBROWNANTSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Impala Black CH
GRNIMPALACHSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Lemourian Blue
GRNLEMBLUSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Silver Pearl
GRNSSILPRLSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNSSILPRLSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Brown Antique
GRNBROWNANTSLAB - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
GRNBROWNANTSLABP - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNBROWNANTSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Sucuri
GRNSSUCURISLABP - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Silver Pearl
GRNSSILPRLSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
GRNSSILPRLSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Lemourian Blue
GRNLEMBLUSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Granite

- **Black Galaxy**
  - GRNBLKGXYSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBLKGXYSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

- **Black Pearl**
  - GRNBLKPRLSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBLKPRLSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
  - GRNBLKPRLSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNBLKPRLSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered

- **Absolute Black**
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB2F - 2 cm Slab - Flamed
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB2PH - 2 cm Slab - Polished & Honed
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNABSBLKSLAB3PH - 3 cm Slab - Polished & Honed

- **Volga Blue**
  - GRNVOLBLUSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

- **Suede (Coffee Brown)**
  - GRNSUEDESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
  - GRNSUEDESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs

Limestone

Corinthian White
LMNCCORWHTSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
LMNCCORWHTSLAB3H - 3 cm Slab - Honed

Jura Beige
LMNJJURBEIGSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
LMNJJURBEIGSLAB3H - 3 cm Slab - Honed

Crema Europa
LMNJCMEURPSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed

Jura Grey
LMNJJURGYSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
LMNJJURGYSLAB3H - 3 cm Slab - Honed

Burlap
LMNBURLAPSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed

Seagrass
LMNSEAGRSSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
LMNSEAGRSSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
LMNSEAGRSSLAB3H - 3 cm Slab - Honed

Lagos Azul
LMNLAZULSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
LMNLAZULSLAB3H - 3 cm Slab - Honed

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Photo: Versace Marble® 6" x 12" Field Tile - Honed on Wall and Slab on Counter in Calacatta Oro.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Marble

Calacatta Oro Cremo
MRBCALOROCRSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed
MRBCALOROCRSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Lydia White
MRBLHWTLYSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Statuario Venato Betogli
MRBSTAVENBTSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
MRBSTAVENBTSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed

Thassos
MRBTHASOWHTSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
MRBTHASOWHTSLAB2H - 2 cm Slab - Honed

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.

Versailles Patterns
Travertine
Slate
Limestone
Marble
Granite
Outdoor Living
Sequel Quartz®
Cappuccino
MRBCAPCNOSLAB2H  -  2 cm Slab - Honed
MRBCAPCNOSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Super White
MRBCREMARSLAB2H  -  2 cm Slab - Honed
MRBCREMARSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished
MRBCREMARSLAB3P*  -  3 cm Slab - Polished

Emperor Light
MRBEMPLGTSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Caspian Bisque
MRBDAIREASLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Daino Reale
MRBASHGRYSLAB2HVC  -  2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Honed
MRBASHGRYSLAB2PVC  -  2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Ashen Grey
MRBASHGRYSLAB2H  -  2 cm Slab - Honed
MRBASHGRYSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Crema Marfil
MRBSUPERWHTSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished
MRBSUPERWHTSLAB3P  -  3 cm Slab - Polished

Super White
MRBSUPERWHTSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Silver Fantasy
MRBSILFANSLAB2P  -  2 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.

* Special Order
Slabs

Marble

Leroux Grey
MR662QFYLG2P - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Emamisa
MR662QFYLG2PVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Emperador Dark
MR662QFYLG2PVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Silver Wave
MR662QFYLG2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Empress Green
MR662QFYLG2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Photo: Portuguese Quartzite 2 cm Slab - Polished on Countertop in White Macaubas.
Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs
Quartz/Schist

Turtle Quartzite
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Cygnus
QTZCYGNUSSLABL - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLABP - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZCYGNUSSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZCYGNUSSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Sandalus
QTZSANDALSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZSANDALSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZSANDALSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZSANDALSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Sea Pearl
QTZSEAPRSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZSEAPRSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Versailles Patterns
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Travertine
QTZCYGNUSSLABL - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLABP - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZCYGNUSSLAB2L - 2 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLAB3L - 3 cm Slab - Leathered
QTZCYGNUSSLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZCYGNUSSLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Slate
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Limestone
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Marble
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Granite
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Outdoor Living
QTZTURTLESLAB2P - 2 cm Slab - Polished
QTZTURTLESLAB3P - 3 cm Slab - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Slabs Travertine

Silver Parks
TRVSLPFSLABB4FH - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Filled & Honed
TRVSLPFSLABB4PVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Veracruz Sand
TRVVERSNDSLAB2FH - 2 cm Slab - Filled & Honed
TRVVERSNDSLAB2FHVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Filled & Honed
TRVVERSNDSLAB2PVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Tormo
TRVTORNOSLAB2FH - 2 cm Slab - Filled & Honed
TRVTORNOSLAB2FHVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Filled & Honed

Ayamaran Cream
TRVAYMCRMSLAB2FH - 2 cm Slab - Filled & Honed
TRVAYMCRMSLAB2PVC - 2 cm Slab Vein-Cut - Polished

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.

Visit bedrosians.com for additional slabs and current inventory.
Influenced by cutting-edge design and innovative technology, Sequel Quartz® offers quality natural quartz surfaces, combining the charm of natural stone with supreme material strength. With superb diversity in aesthetic options, Sequel Quartz® is highly durable, low maintenance, and versatile. Signifying the essence of natural beauty and elegance, Sequel Quartz® offers creative freedom to revolutionize your space with grace and sophistication.

Image features Sequel Quartz® Slab - Polished in Statuario Quartz.
CHARMING DESIGN
Meticulously designed, Sequel Quartz® offers an extensive array of stylish and trend-setting slabs, available in a myriad of colors, patterns, and sizes.

DURABILITY
Known for its extreme durability, Sequel Quartz® is virtually stain and scratch resistant without the need for sealants.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Engineered with quality natural quartz and resins, Sequel Quartz® is a non-porous surface, providing a 99.9% bacteria-free and sanitary environment with easy cleaning.

VERSATILITY
Sequel Quartz® is unique, modern, and ideal for indoor residential and commercial applications. Inspired by natural beauty, innovation, and quality, it is suitable for kitchen countertops, table tops, and bathroom vanities.

Image features Sequel Quartz® Slab - Polished in Statuario Quartz.

ORIGINS
BOOKMATCHED

Slabs

CALACATTA GIOIA

Calacatta Venice
SEQVLVSLAB2P-A - 77"x137" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQVLVSLAB2P-B - 77"x137" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished
SEQVLVSLAB3P-A - 77"x137" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQVLVSLAB3P-B - 77"x137" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished

Calacatta Gioia
SEQGIOU2SLAB2P-A - 63"x126" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQGIOU2SLAB2P-B - 63"x126" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished
SEQGIOU3SLAB3P-A - 63"x126" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQGIOU3SLAB3P-B - 63"x126" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished

Calacatta Belo
SEQBELU2SLAB2P-A - 63"x126" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQBELU2SLAB2P-B - 63"x126" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished
SEQBELU3SLAB3P-A - 63"x126" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQBELU3SLAB3P-B - 63"x126" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished

Majestic White
SEQMWHSLAB2P-A - 77"x137" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQMWHSLAB2P-B - 77"x137" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished
SEQMWHSLAB3P-A - 77"x137" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQMWHSLAB3P-B - 77"x137" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished

Statuario Quartz
SEQSTQSLAB2P-A - 64"x128" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQSTQSLAB2P-B - 64"x128" 2 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished
SEQSTQSLAB3P-A - 64"x128" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched A - Polished
SEQSTQSLAB3P-B - 64"x128" 3 cm Slab Bookmatched B - Polished

SEQUELQUARTZ.COM
NATURAL

Finish

We now offer a low-sheen, natural finish option that preserves the same superior performance and maintenance-free benefits of our polished finish. In varying shades of concrete grey, our natural finish quartz lends itself to contemporary designs.

Available in both 2cm and 3cm.

NATURAL COLORS

Berkshire Taupe

Monterey Grey
**SEQUEL QUARTZ**

Bianco Bellaria
- SEQBIAVSLAB2P - 60"x122" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQBIAVSLAB3P - 60"x122" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Vienna White
- SEQVIENSLAB2P - 60"x122" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQVIENSLAB3P - 60"x122" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Olympus White
- SEQOLYMWB - 65"x130" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQOLYMWB - 65"x130" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Bianco Venatino
- SEQVNTINSLAB2P - 78"x130" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQVNTINSLAB3P - 78"x130" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Tallavida
- SEQtalvidSLAB2P - 65"x130" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQtalvidSLAB3P - 65"x130" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Cameo White
- SEQcamWHTSLAB2P - 60"x122" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQcamWHTSLAB3P - 60"x122" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Horizon
- SEQhorzonSLAB2P - 60"x122" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQhorzonSLAB3P - 60"x122" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED

Antique Beige
- SEQantbgeSLAB2P - 65"x130" 2 cm Slab - POLISHED
- SEQantbgeSLAB3P - 65"x130" 3 cm Slab - POLISHED
**Under the Surface**

Bedrosians® offers a variety of allied products to be installed with tile & stone, including electric floor warming systems, waterproofing, sound control, acoustic, underlayment systems, and more.

**Ditra-Heat**

DITRA-HEAT is the only electric floor warming system that directly incorporates uncoupling technology to ensure that floors aren’t susceptible to cracked tiles and grout. Cables can be placed wherever heat is desired for customized heating zones, and no leveling compounds are required, which makes for a quick and easy installation.

**Advanced Waterproofing**

Made of polyethylene, DITRA and DITRA-XL serve as a waterproofing layer that protects moisture-sensitive substrates, such as plywood/OSB. Free space on the underside of the matting provides a route for excess moisture & vapor to prevent damage to the tile layer above.

bedrosians.com
Installation Methods

**Schluter’s Ditra-Heat - Floor Warming & Uncoupling System**
- Concrete Floor
- Bostik’s Ditra-Set Thin-set
- Schluter’s Ditra-Heat Membrane
- Bostik’s Ditra-Set Thin-set
- Tile

**Schluter’s Ditra - Uncoupling System**
- Concrete Floor
- Ardex’s AF 207 Adhesive
- Schluter’s Ditra Uncoupling Membrane
- Ardex’s X5 Thin-set
- Tile

**Ardex’s B+9 - Crack Isolation & Waterproofing**
- Concrete Floor or Wall
- Bostik’s Single Flex Thin-set
- Ardex’s B+9 Compound
- Ardex’s X5 Thin-set
- Tile

**Laticrete’s Strata Mat - Uncoupling Membrane**
- Concrete Floor
- Laticrete’s 253 Thin-set
- Laticrete’s Strata Mat Membrane
- Laticrete’s LHT Thin-set
- Tile

**Quiet Sound - Rubber Sound Control Underlayment**
- Concrete Floor
- Bedrosian’s Quiet Sound Underlayment
- Ardex’s X5 Thin-set
- Tile

**Laticrete’s Hydro Ban - Waterproofing & Crack Isolation**
- Concrete Wall
- Laticrete’s Hydro Bar Membrane
- Laticrete’s 254 Premium Thin-set
- Glass Tile

**Noble Ts - (Cpe) Waterproofing & Crack Isolation**
- Concrete Wall
- NobleBond EXT Adhesive
- NobleTS (CPE) Membrane
- Bostik’s Reflex Premium Thin-set
- Glass Tile

**Comoseal Gold - Crack Isolation Membrane**
- Concrete Floor
- Bostik’s Single Flex Thin-set
- Comoseal Gold Crack Isolation Membrane
- Bostik’s Large Format Floor (LFF) Thin-set
- Tile

**Bostik’s Goldplus - Anti-Fracture & Waterproofing**
- Concrete Floor
- Bostik’s Gold Plus Membrane
- Bostik’s Single Flex Thin-set
- Tile

**Cement Board - Hardiebacker & Selectcrete**
- Wood Floor or Studded Wall
- Cement Board - HardieBacker & SelectCrete
- Latex Modified Thin-set
- Tile

**Composeal Gold - Crack Isolation Membrane**
- Concrete Floor
- Bostik’s Gold Plus Membrane
- Bostik’s Single Flex Thin-set
- Tile
Laying Patterns

**Horizontal**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Basketweave**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Basketweave Vertical**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Corridor Horizontal**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Square Offset Vertical**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Corridor Modular**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Cartwheel**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 4.5"x4.5" - 50%
- 9"x9" - 25%

**Stepping Stone**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 20%
- 24"x24" - 80%

**Corridor Horizontal Offset**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Herringbone**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Subway**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step Vertical**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Double Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Escalada**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 12"x24" - 66.6%

**Checkerboard**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 24"x24" - 100%

**Brickwork Modular**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 6"x6" - 33.3%
- 12"x12" - 66.6%

**Alternating Step Horizontal**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 12"x24" - 66.6%

**Pavimento**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 50%
- 24"x24" - 50%

**Corridor Vertical**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 100%

**Basketweave Vertical**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Grid**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 24"x24" - 100%

**Checkerboard**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 24"x24" - 100%

**Square Offset**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 24"x24" - 100%

**Diamond**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 24"x24" - 100%

**Escalada Modular**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 12"x24" - 66.6%

**Brickwork Modular**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 6"x6" - 66.6%

**Alternating Step Horizontal**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 6"x6" - 66.6%

**Pavimento**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 50%
- 12"x24" - 50%

**Corridor Horizontal Offset**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**2 Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step Vertical**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Double Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Escalada**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 12"x24" - 66.6%

**Herringbone**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**2 Step Vertical**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Alternating Step Vertical**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 33.3%
- 12"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step Vertical**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**2 Step**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 33.3%
- 24"x24" - 66.6%

**Pavimento**
- 2 Pc Pattern
- 12"x12" - 50%
- 12"x24" - 50%

**Corridor Horizontal Offset**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Basketweave Vertical**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Grid**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Checkerboard**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Square Offset**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%

**Diamond**
- 1 Pc Pattern
- 12"x24" - 100%
Versailles Patterns

French Versailles Pattern
- 8x8 = 11%
- 8x16 = 44%
- 16x16 = 44%

Jumbo Versailles Pattern
- 12x12 = 11%
- 12x24 = 11%
- 24x24 = 44%
- 24x36 = 33%

Piccoli Versailles Pattern
- 8x8 = 5.55%
- 8x16 = 22.2%
- 16x16 = 22.2%
- 16x24 = 50%

Versailles Pattern
- 8x8 = 5.55%
- 8x16 = 22.2%
- 16x16 = 22.2%
- 16x24 = 50%
Laying Patterns

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #14
13"x13" = 20.8%
13"x20" = 20.5%

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #15
13"x13" = 33.8%
20"x20" = 60.2%

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #16
6.5"x6.5" = 38.4%
13"x20" = 63.6%

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #17
6.5"x6.5" = 4.3%
13"x20" = 54.6%

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #18
6.5"x6.5" = 6.7%
13"x20" = 37.3%
20"x20" = 56.5%

Cerdomus Modified Pattern #19
6.5"x6.5" = 39.4%
13"x20" = 60.6%
20"x20" = 60.2%
Photo Features Slate 12”x24” Field Tile - Gauged in Andhra Black.
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